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ABSTRACT
Genome wide analysis of Arabidopsis thaliana reveals a unique genetic arrangement of ACGT motif in the protein
phosphatase 2C (PP2C) like promoter (accession number AT5G59220). In the present study, full length, 900 base pair,
500 base pair, 400 base pair and NRM deletion variants of PP2C like promoter were constructed to investigate the activity of PP2C like promoter in the presence of inducers like abscisic acid, jasmonic acid and salicylic acid. The PP2C
promoter has three ACGT elements in close vicinity. They are so positioned that they are separated by a spacer of 30
base pair and 5 base pair respectively from each other. The study has shown that ACGTN30ACGT genetic architecture is
essential for the promoter to be induced in response to abscisic acid. The synergistic and antagonistic effects of cis elements were observed. AACA is a positive regulatory element in endosperm and is known to act as negative regulatory
element in other tissues. In this study AACA, have been found to negatively regulate the expression of reporter gene
EGFP in both induced and under uninduced conditions.
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1. Introduction
Plants, being sessile in nature need to adopt different
methods to combat stresses in comparison to animals, be
it environmental or biological. Phytohormones like jasmonic acid (JA) and salicylic acid (SA) help the plant to
face biotic stress. To cope up with the abiotic stress plants
have two pathways, viz. abscisic acid (ABA) dependent
and ABA independent [1]. The ABA dependent stress
responsive genes have ABA responsive element (ABRE)
which is present in its promoter region [2] and has ACGT
as a core sequence [3]. ACGT is also the core sequence
of the G box, involved in the red light signalling [4], UV
response, anaerobiosis in plants and SA response elements [5].
The ABA mediated stress signaling pathway involves
the receptor PYL/PYR/RCAR, a negative regulator PP2C,
positive regulator SnRK2s, cis regulatory element known
as ABRE and transcription factors [6]. Cis element is a
consensus sequence present in the upstream region of the
basal promoter, and it acts as the binding site for transcription factors. Gene expression is the result of the interaction between cis element and its complementary
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transcription factor, the latter being activated by a particular developmental stage or environmental cues.
A promoter consisting of TATA box is sufficient to
transcribe a gene at its basal level. Diversity among promoters is an outcome of the presence of different cis
regulatory elements, their variation in copy numbers,
position in context to TATA box and the spacer length
between two adjacent cis elements [7]. Copy number and
length of the spacer is critical in determining the expression of the gene [8]. This is much evident with ACGT
and GT cis elements, where both copy number and
spacer length are responsible for high or low expression
of gene. GT element acts as negative regulator on increasing its copy number with increase in spacer length.
Reference number [7] has reported decrease in gene expression with an increasing copy number of adjacent GT
motifs [9]. But unlike GT elements, an increase in copy
number and spacer length to 5, 10, and 25 in case of
ACGT element leads to an enhanced gene expression of
the β-glucuronidase (gus A) reporter gene.
Reference number [10] showed that two ACGT elements separated by 25 base pair (bp) are induced by
ABA. However, when separated by 5 nucleotides, they
are induced by SA in transgenic tobacco. The genome
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wide analysis of Arabidopsis thaliana revealed the frequency of occurrence of two ACGT motifs separated by
a spacer of 25 bp to be 62 while for 5 bp, the occurrence
was 72 [11]. One such promoter located at chromosome
number 5 (accession number AT5G59220) is protein
phosphatase 2C (PP2C) like promoter from Arabidopsis
thaliana which has ABA and SA inducible ACGT motifs.
PP2C like promoter has genetic architecture which includes three ACGT elements. Two adjacent ACGT elements are separated by 30 nucleotides, followed by another set of ACGT motifs separated by 5 nucleotides
(Figure 1).
The ACGT core motif serves as a binding site for the
bZIP class of transcription factors. The nucleotides flanking the ACGT motif determine the binding affinity and
specificity of bZIP transcription factors, which in turn
leads to distinct physiological functions as in stress responses, light regulation etc. [12,13]. It has been reported that the flanking sequence is also responsible for
differential distribution of stress responsive regulatory
elements in stress responsive promoters [14]. In this
study, PP2C like promoter was cloned and several
deletion constructs were made and bombarded on to
the tobacco leaves to see their effect on the expression
of EGFP reporter gene cloned downstream of it. Further, considering the fact that PP2C like promoter has
ABA and SA response elements positioned in close
proximity, the study could also give an insight in to
the relation between abiotic and biotic stress mediated
responses.
Earlier, constitutive promoters were widely used in
development of transgenic plants, but they suffer from
the drawback of being highly energy demanding as they
are always active even in favorable conditions. The demand for high energy for promoter activity in relation to
constitutive promoters leads to economic imbalance in
terms of energy which may significantly affect overall
expression of productive genes. The beneficial solution
can be through the use of a stress inducible promoter

Figure 1. Genetic arrangement of NRM cassette. The bold
ACGT element has been removed in NRM deletion construct of PP2C like promoter.
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

which is intended to stimulate under precise biotic and
abiotic stresses [15].
PP2C like promoter has both biotic stress and abiotic
stress response elements in close proximity and provides
an added advantage over the constitutive promoters and
it could be used as an inducible promoter.
In this study the expression of 400 bp construct have
shown higher expression in comparison to the full length
construct due to the decrease in the copy number of
AACA element.

2. Material and Methods
2.1. Cloning of PP2C like Promoter from
Arabidopsis thaliana
Growth conditions of Arabidopsis thaliana columbia ecotype were standardized and grown at 22˚C under 16 hr
light and 8 hr dark conditions until silique formation.
Total genomic DNA was isolated from the young leaves
of Arabidopsis thaliana using CTAB method [16]. TAIR
(The Arabidopsis Information Resource) data base was
used to access the sequence of the protein phosphates 2C
(PP2C) like promoter bearing the accession number
AT5G59220. The primers used for amplification are
mentioned in Table 1. The PCR conditions were standardized as initial denaturation at 94˚C for 2 minutes, final
denaturation at 94˚C for 1 minutes, annealing temperature at 58˚C for 1.30 minutes, extension temperature at
72˚C for 1.30 minutes and final extension temperature at
72˚C for 4 minutes.
The resultant PCR amplicons were cloned into pEGFP
(Clontech) vector between PstI and BamHI restriction
sites (Figure 2). The E. coli DH5α competent cells
were transformed with the recombinant plasmid. After
transformation, plasmids were isolated and the presence of the inserted promoter was confirmed by sequencing.
Table 1. The primers used for amplification of the PP2C
like promoter.
Name

Sequence of the primer

Forward Primer NA1

5'AACTGCAGAAGTATTCACGCACC
AAGGT 3'

Reverse Primer NA3

5'CGGGATCCACAAACACACTCCAT
CACTC 3'

900 bp (100 bp
deleted from 5')

5'AACTGCAGTGTCCTTGAACACAC
CAAAC 3'

500 bp (500 bp
deleted from 5')

5'AACTGCAGAAATGGTAAGGTAAA
TTTCCAC 3'

400 bp (600 bp
deleted from 5')

5'AACTGCAGCACTTTAGGTCTGAGT
AGTGT3'

NRM

5'AACTGCAGGGAAGTGGTAATAAA
TTTACA 3'
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Figure 2. A pictorial representation of promoter reporter
gene constructs used for plant transformation.

2.2. Transient Transformation and EGFP Assay
Transient transformation of Nicotiana tabbacum cv.
Xanthi was done using Biolistic method [17]. DNA for
bombardment was prepared by using Qiagen columns.
The PP2C promoter reporter cassettes were coated onto
gold microprojectiles and bombarded onto the tobacco
leaves at 1100 psi using biolistic gene gun (BioRad PDS1000/He). Before bombardment the leaves were incubated on MS [18] agar plates for 12 hr. After bombardment, leaves were incubated on Hoagland media
containing inducers such as 100 µM ABA, 100 µM SA,
50 µM JA at 24˚C under16 hr light and 8 hr dark photoperiod. After 48 hrs of incubation, leaves were ground
in liquid nitrogen and suspended in extraction buffer (1
M Tris pH 8, 0.5 M EDTA pH 8, 0.5 M EGTA pH 8,
0.5M NaF, 1M sodium orthovandate, 1 M beta mercaptoethanol, 10% v/v glycerol) and centrifuged at 13,000 rpm
for 10 minutes at 4˚C. 200 µl of the supernatant was
loaded to 96 well titer plates. The excitation and emission wavelength peaks for EGFP are 484 nm and 509 nm.
EGFP concentration was determined by the absorbance
at 484 nm and was calculated using the reported excitation coefficients 55,000/cm/M [19,20].

construct was evaluated on the basis of the expression of
EGFP reporter gene following the transient transformation of Nicotiana tabacum cv. Xanthi.
Non-recombinant pEGFP vector was used as control.
The expression of EGFP was observed in the leaves bombarded with control construct which was low in comparison to other promoter reporter cassettes of PP2C like
promoter, as expected. The expression of the reporter gene
observed in case of the control was due to the lacZ promoter.
However, in the presence of inducers like ABA, JA and SA,
control does not show any induction (Figure 3).
Under uninduced conditions the full length as well as
deletion variants of PP2C like promoter showed more
activity than the control, i.e. pEGFP vector (Figure 3). It
was observed that, the expression of EGFP is higher in
400 bp and NRM cassettes of PP2C like promoter
whereas in full length, 900 bp and 500 bp constructs of
PP2C like promoter the expression of EGFP was low,
the latter being at par with each other. This is attributed
to the presence of AACA elements in the full length, 900
and 500 bp constructs. AACA element is a tissue specific
cis element and is known to express only in the endosperm [23]. Reference number [23] observed that deletion of AACA motif leads to decrease in the seed storage
Glu B-1 promoter activity. The presence of AACA in
Table 2. Cis regulatory elements present in the PP2C like
promoter.
Family

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. The Functional Classification of Cis
Elements Present in Full Length PP2C
like Promoter
To characterize the PP2C like promoter, a series of 5’
deletion constructs were made like 900 bp, 500 bp, 400
bp and NRM. For analyzing the presence of cis elements
in full length of PP2C like promoter, the PLACE database was used [21,22]. This analysis shows that different
motifs responsive to inducers like ABA, JA, SA, light
regulation etc. are present in the PP2C like promoter (Table 2). In our study inducers like ABA, JA and SA were
used.

ABA response
element

Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

Sequence

Occurrence
(+ & − Strand)

ABRELATERD1

ACGTG

1 & −2

ABRERATCAL

MACGYGB

1 & −1

ACGTATERD1

ACGT

6 & −6

DRE1COREZMRAB17 ACCGAGA
ASF1MOTIFCAMV
Light regulated
genes

WRKY group

TGACG

−1
2 & −2

GATABOX

GATA

5 & −3

GT1CONSENSUS

GRWAAW

5 & −7

GT1CORE

GGTTAA

1

IBOXCORE

GATAA

1 & −1

CACGTG

1 & −1

CGACG

−1

IRO2OS

CACGTGG

1

WBOXATNPR1

TTGAC

−2

WBOXNTERF3

TGACY

−3

TGAC

3 & −7

TTGACC

−2

CACGTGMOTIF
Gbox binding
site

3.2. AACA Motif Negatively Regulates the Gene
Expression of PP2C like Promoter
The full length PP2C like promoter and its deletion variants which include 900 bp, 500 bp, 400 bp and NRM
constructs were bombarded on to the leaves of Nicotiana
tabacum cv. Xanthi and were incubated in Hoagland medium supplemented with inducers ABA, JA and SA and
without inducers. The activity of the promoter reporter

Cis element

CGACGOSAMY3

a

WRKY71OS
ELRECOREPCRP1

b

M = A/C; K = G/T; Y = T/C; N = A/G/C/T; R = A/G; W = A/T; S = G/C; H =
T/C/A; D = A/T/G. aAct as coupling element for G box element; bElecitor
response element.
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promoter of genes in any other tissue, acts as negative cis
element for other elements [24]. The AACA element
being present in full length, 900 bp and 500 bp could be
responsible for reduced expression of reporter gene. This
negative cis element AACA is present in PP2C like
promoter in 9 copies. This number decreases to one in
case of deletion cassettes like 400 bp and NRM construct
and show high activity in terms of expression of the reporter gene (the position of the AACA motif is mentioned in Table 3).

3.3. Expression of PP2C like Promoter in the
Presence of Elicitors
The induction was observed in each case of PP2C like
promoter cassettes in comparison to the control incubated
in Hoagland media supplemented with ABA, JA and SA,
respectively.
The motifs which confer response towards ABA have
ACGT as a core sequence. These motifs are like ACGTERD1 and ABRELATERD1 (as mentioned in Table 2).
The successive constructs viz. full length and 900 bp of

Figure 3. Expression of the PP2C like promoter (with different constructs) under un-induced and induced conditions
(green: Hoagland media (H.M); blue: H.M + ABA; purple:
H.M + JA; orange: H.M + SA). The vertical bar indicates
standard deviation.
Table 3. The copy number and the position of the AACA
motif in context to TATA box.
Constructs

No. of copies of
AACA element

Position upstream to TATA box

Full length
PP2C like
promoter

9

−100, −322, −353, −432, −504, −533,
−635, −675, −730

900 bp

9

−100, −322, −353, −432, −504, −533,
−635, −675, −730

500 bp

2

−100, −322

400 bp

1

−100

NRM

1

−100

Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

PP2C like promoter have six copies of ACGTATERD1
motif while 500 bp and 400 bp constructs have four copies of ACGTATERD1 motif. The ACGT motifs in close
proximity lead to increase in the expression of the gene
[7]. In the PP2C like promoter, other ACGT motifs are
not located in close vicinity to each other. It could also
be attributed to the presence of AACA, which acts as
negative elements in these promoter reporter cassettes.
Though the AACA motif does not have any direct relationship with the ACGT cis element, it decreases the
overall expression of the reporter gene in constructs like
full length, 900 bp and 500 bp deletion construct of
PP2C like promoter.
The expression of NRM cassette in the presence of
ABA when compared with the 500 bp and 400 bp constructs is low even though AACA copy number falls
down to 1 from 9. The NRM cassette showed expression
nearer to full length and 900 bp constructs. The genetic
architecture of NRM construct (Figure 1) has been disturbed by removing one ACGT motif, and retains only
two ACGT elements separated by 5 bp. The induction of
NRM deletion construct was observed to be comparatively mild in the presence of ABA in comparison to 400
bp construct. Hence this shows that two ACGT elements
separated by 30 bp are essentially responsible for induction by ABA.
In the induction studies in the presence of JA, the full
length, 900 bp and NRM constructs of PP2C like promoter have not shown similar levels of EGFP expression.
The highest level of expression is observed in the case of
500 bp cassette and very low expression observed in 400
bp cassette (shown in Figure 3). The deletion of 100 bp
from 500 bp deletion construct led to deletion of cis
regulatory elements and decrease in the copy number of
the cis elements like WRKY elements which could have
reduced the expression of 400 bp cassette.
When incubated in the presence of SA the full length,
500 bp, 400 bp and NRM cassette (Figure 3) showed
more expression than 900 bp construct. Minimal machinery required for the induction by SA is present in full
length, 900 bp and 500 bp. The 400 bp and NRM construct shows more expression, which have 1 copy of
AACA element. The 400 bp and NRM has the basic
structure i.e. two ACGT separated by 5 bp. This leads to
increase in the expression of EGFP. In study conducted
by reference number [25] similar observations were made,
viz. the absence of regulatory elements in the −119/101
mutant did not lead to induction by methyl jasmonate
(MJ) and SA. However, induction was observed in the
case of the −112/101 mutant which had the regulatory
elements, thus indicating the importance of the presence
of regulatory element for MJ and SA dependent induction.
AJPS
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“Molecular Basis of the Core Regulatory Network in
ABA Responses: Sensing, Signaling and Transport,” Plant
and Cell Physiology, Vol. 51, No. 11, 2010, pp. 18211839. doi:10.1093/pcp/pcq156

4. Conclusion
Up regulation and down regulation of expression is based
on the synergistic action of cis elements present in the
promoter region of the gene. Reference number [26] and
[15] have reported that proper spatial arrangement of the
cis elements is responsible for the transcription. The
combinatorial activity of positive and negative cis elements is found to be responsible for the regulation of
gene expression. The current study reveals that AACA
element negatively regulates the expression of the PP2C
like promoter, even in the presence of inducers viz. ABA,
JA and SA. Reference number [10] had shown that two
ACGT elements separated by 25 bp were induced in response to ABA and in present study; it has been shown
that PP2C like promoter with an arrangement of two
ACGT elements separated by 30 bp is also induced in
response to ABA.
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